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Abstract.—Phylogenetic analyses using concatenation of genomic-scale data have been seen as the panacea for resolving the
incongruences among inferences from few or single genes. However, phylogenomics may also suffer from systematic errors,
due to the, perhaps cumulative, effects of saturation, among-taxa compositional (GC content) heterogeneity, or codon-usage
bias plaguing the individual nucleotide loci that are concatenated. Here, we provide an example of how these factors affect
the inferences of the phylogeny of early land plants based on mitochondrial genomic data. Mitochondrial sequences evolve
slowly in plants and hence are thought to be suitable for resolving deep relationships. We newly assembled mitochondrial
genomes from 20 bryophytes, complemented these with 40 other streptophytes (land plants plus algal outgroups), compiling
a data matrix of 60 taxa and 41 mitochondrial genes. Homogeneous analyses of the concatenated nucleotide data resolve
mosses as sister-group to the remaining land plants. However, the corresponding translated amino acid data support
the liverwort lineage in this position. Both results receive weak to moderate support in maximum-likelihood analyses,
but strong support in Bayesian inferences. Tests of alternative hypotheses using either nucleotide or amino acid data
provide implicit support for their respective optimal topologies, and clearly reject the hypotheses that bryophytes are
monophyletic, liverworts and mosses share a unique common ancestor, or hornworts are sister to the remaining land
plants. We determined that land plant lineages differ in their nucleotide composition, and in their usage of synonymous
codon variants. Composition heterogeneous Bayesian analyses employing a nonstationary model that accounts for variation
in among-lineage composition, and inferences from degenerated nucleotide data that avoid the effects of synonymous
substitutions that underlie codon-usage bias, again recovered liverworts being sister to the remaining land plants but
without support. These analyses indicate that the inference of an early-branching moss lineage based on the nucleotide data
is caused by convergent compositional biases. Accommodating among-site amino acid compositional heterogeneity (CAT-
model) yields no support for the optimal resolution of liverwort as sister to the rest of land plants, suggesting that the robust
inference of the liverwort position in homogeneous analyses may be due in part to compositional biases among sites. All
analyses support a paraphyletic bryophytes with hornworts composing the sister-group to tracheophytes. We conclude that
while genomic data may generate highly supported phylogenetic trees, these inferences may be artifacts. We suggest that
phylogenomic analyses should assess the possible impact of potential biases through comparisons of protein-coding gene
data and their amino acid translations by evaluating the impact of substitutional saturation, synonymous substitutions, and
compositional biases through data deletion strategies and by analyzing the data using heterogeneous composition models.
We caution against relying on any one presentation of the data (nucleotide or amino acid) or any one type of analysis even
when analyzing large-scale data sets, no matter how well-supported, without fully exploring the effects of substitution
models. [Compositional heterogeneity; early land plants; evolutionary saturation; mitochondrial genome; phylogenomics;
synonymous codon-usage bias.]

Phylogenomic data are typically considered as the
panacea for resolving deep phylogenetic ambiguities
based on the assumption that the accurate phylogenetic
signal would emerge from large quantities of data
(Rokas et al. 2003; Dunn et al. 2008). Phylogenomic
data are, however, typically just a concatenation of a
suite of discrete loci, each characterized by evolutionary
constraints that shape its substitution pattern, and may
result in homoplasious substitutions that may mislead
phylogenetic inferences. Consequently, these types of
data should not be considered free of phylogenetic noise
and the mere size of the data sets is not sufficient
to guarantee accurate reconstruction (Philippe et al.
2011) as the phylogenetic effects of homoplasy within
individual loci that accumulate in genomic data may
strongly bias inferences (Delsuc et al. 2005). Processes
causing homoplasy in nucleotide (nt) gene data may
include substitutional saturation (repeated substitutions
at a single site, a factor of time and selective functional

constraints, see Jeffroy et al. 2006; Philippe et al. 2011),
among-lineage compositional heterogeneity (i.e., GC
content heterogeneity, see Foster 2004; Inagaki et al. 2004;
Inagaki and Roger 2006; Regier et al. 2010; Rota-Stabelli
et al. 2013), or codon-usage bias (distinct preferences for
alternative synonymous codons, see Gouy and Gautier
1982; Stenøien 2005).

Substitutional saturation is the most frequently
discussed cause of phylogenetic artifacts. If multiple
substitutions occur frequently at the same position of
an alignment, the apparent pairwise genetic distances
underestimate the real distances and the alignment
is said to be saturated (Philippe et al. 2011). In
a saturated data matrix, synapomorphies may be
erased by additional mutations, which can weaken
branch support, and potentially mislead phylogenetic
inferences (Jeffroy et al. 2006). Although mitochondrial
(mt) genes evolve slowly in plants (Palmer and Herbon
1988), they are not free of saturation, especially when
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comparing anciently diverged sequences. Nucleotide
and protein sequences may also exhibit among-
taxa compositional heterogeneity (i.e., nonstationarity).
Stationary substitution models assume composition
homogeneity and may cluster unrelated taxa sharing
similar compositions, thus lead to phylogenetic artifacts
(Lockhart et al. 1992; Mooers and Holmes 2000;
Blanquart and Lartillot 2008). The composition of
nucleotide sequences is correlated to a preference in
usage of synonymous codons (Stenøien 2005). The
lineage-specific codon-usage biases, which have been
observed in many organisms (Liu et al. 2004; Zhou and
Li 2009; Wang et al. 2010; Plotkin and Kudla 2011), may
have strong effects on phylogenetic inferences (Foster
2004; Inagaki et al. 2004; Inagaki and Roger 2006; Regier
et al. 2010). Depending on the extent of convergence in
codon usage, taxa that are unrelated but share similar
patterns of codon preference may be resolved as having
arisen from a unique common ancestor (Rota-Stabelli
et al. 2013).

Land plants (embryophytes) are the primary
producers of terrestrial ecosystems. Their conquest
of land can be traced back to late Silurian (428–
423 Ma) (Kenrick et al. 2012). The fossil record is
particularly challenging to interpret, since remains in
older sediments are microscopic and their affinities
to land plants are somewhat ambiguous (Edwards
et al. 2014). The early diversification of land plants
may have been rapid (Kenrick and Crane 1997; Lewis
et al. 1997; Bateman et al. 1998; Kenrick et al. 2012),
and the reconstruction of such ancient cladogenic
events that occurred over short time frames is difficult
to reconstruct as their signatures may be scarce
and erased by subsequent substitutions (Whitfield
and Lockhart 2007). Despite numerous attempts
to reconstruct the deep relationships among land
plants, the order of their earliest divergences remains
ambiguous (Goffinet 2000; Qiu 2008). Among the
extant embryophytes, the ambiguity rests primarily
in the relationships of bryophyte lineages, that is,
of liverworts, mosses, and hornworts. Whether the
three lineages arose from a unique common ancestor
(e.g., Garbary et al. 1993; Renzaglia et al. 2000), or
compose a grade leading to vascular plants, or more
accurately Polysporangiophytes (e.g., Kenrick and
Crane 1997), and if so, in what order (e.g., Goffinet
2000) is still unresolved. Within a paraphyletic scenario
of bryophytes giving rise to vascular plants, either
liverworts (Mishler and Churchill [1984], morphological
data; Bremer [1985], morphological data; Kenrick and
Crane [1997], Lewis et al. [1997], chloroplast [cp] rbcL
gene; Qiu et al. [1998], mt genome structure; and Kelch
et al. [2004], cp genome structure) or hornworts (Malek
et al. [1996], mt cox3 gene; Garbary and Renzaglia [1998],
morphological data; and Duff and Nickrent [1999], mt
SSU gene) have been resolved as sister to the remaining
land plants. Inferences from single or combined loci
resolved liverworts and mosses as sharing a unique
ancestor, with hornworts either sister to all remaining
land plants or only to vascular plants (Hedderson et al.

1996; Nishiyama and Kato 1999; Nickrent et al. 2000;
Renzaglia et al. 2000). A monophyly of bryophytes
has been supported by ultrastructural (Garbary et al.
1993) and 5S rRNA sequences (Hori et al. 1985) and
perhaps also by theoretical considerations of the origin
of alternate life cycles from an ancestor with isomorphic
generations (Taylor et al. 2005; Goffinet and Buck 2013).

The evolution of land plants and their sister-groups
has been reconstructed recently from variation in
genomic-scale data sampled from the chloroplast (Cox
et al. 2014; Ruhfel et al. 2014; Zhong et al. 2014),
mitochondrial (Turmel et al. 2013), or nuclear (Finet et al.
2010; Wodniok et al. 2011; Zhong et al. 2013) genomes.
These phylogenomic inferences were, however, drawn
from a limited bryophyte taxon sampling (i.e., often with
only one exemplar per lineage and sometimes without
all three bryophyte lineages included). The currently,
most widely accepted hypothesis whereby liverworts are
sister to the remaining land plants, and mosses diverged
from the common ancestor shared by hornworts and
extant vascular plants, is the one inferred by Qiu et al.
(2006a; 2007) from discrete loci drawn from all three
genomic compartments sampled for an extensive set
of taxa. However, despite the extensive taxon sampling
and the concatenation of multiple loci, topological
ambiguities persist as reflected in the incongruence
between plastid nucleotide data and their amino acid
translations (Qiu et al. 2006b; Cox et al. 2014).

The recent advances in high-throughput sequencing
techniques that mark the beginning of the phylogenomic
era (Delsuc et al. 2005) provide an opportunity to
reconstruct, based on extensive data sets, ancient events
that are critical to our understanding of the evolution
and diversification of life, such as the origin and
radiation of early land plants. Plant mt genomes appear
well suited for deep phylogenomic inferences: they
comprise about 40 genes and are now easily sequenced
(e.g., Zhang et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2013), and their rate
of substitution is much lower than that of chloroplast
(<3×) or nuclear (<10×) genes (Wolfe et al. 1987;
Palmer and Herbon 1988; Graur and Li 2000; Drouin
et al. 2008), which may result in less saturation, and
hence less homoplasy (Nickrent et al. 2000; Qiu et al.
2010). Here, we present the first inference of the deep
relationships among major lineages of extant land plants
using the entire sets of 41-mt protein-coding genes
sampled for 60 streptophytes, including 20—newly
sequenced—bryophytes. We provide further evidence
that caution must be used when relying solely on
inferences drawn from large amount of protein-coding
nt data, as substitutional saturation, among-lineage
compositional biases, and codon-usage biases may lead
to highly supported yet erroneous hypotheses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Taxon Sampling

Mitochondrial protein-coding genes from 20
bryophytes, including three liverworts representing
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two orders, and 17 mosses representing 11 orders,
were newly sequenced using the next-generation
sequencing method (Supplementary Table S1, http://
datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.7b470).
Combined with the bryophytes for which the mt
genomes were previously sequenced, the taxon
sampling covers 5 of the 15 recognized liverwort
orders (Crandall-Stotler et al. 2009), 13 of the 29 moss
orders (Goffinet et al. 2009), and 2 of the 5 hornwort
orders (Renzaglia et al. 2009). In addition, the mt
genomes of various streptophytes (i.e., 5 algae, 2
lycophytes, 1 gymnosperm, and 25 angiosperms) were
downloaded from the NCBI’s genome database (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). In all phylogenetic analyses,
we used Mesostigma viride and Chlorokybus atmophyticus
as outgroups, based on (Karol et al., 2010). The matrix
therefore comprised 60 streptophytes, including 27
nonvascular land plants, 28 vascular plants, and 5 algae.
We identified 41 protein-coding genes from the mt
genomes of these taxa. Genes that were pseudogenized
or lost were coded as missing data (Supplementary
Table S2).

DNA Extraction, Next-Generation Sequencing, and
Mitochondrial Data Assembly

Approximately 0.5–3.5 g dried or fresh gametophyte
and/or sporophyte were sampled from each recently
collected population of bryophyte. The total cellular
DNA was extracted following the steps described
by Liu et al. (2013). DNA quantity and quality
were assessed using the Qubit fluorometer system
(Invitrogen, San Diego, CA, USA) and NanoDrop
Spectrophotometer ND-1000 (NanoDrop Technologies,
Wilmington, DE, USA). Genomic DNAs from different
taxa were multiplexed and sequenced either on the GS
FLX 454 (Roche 454 Life Science, Branford, CT, USA) at
the IGSP Sequencing Core Facility (Duke University) or
on Illumina HiSeq 2000 Sequencing System (Illumina,
CA, USA) at the Health Center Translational Genomics
Core Facility (University of Connecticut). De novo
assembly and reference-guide mapping of the raw reads
were performed using the software CLC Genomics
Workbench (CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark). Mitochondrial
contigs were aligned against the published mt genomes
of liverworts (Marchantia polymorpha, Oda et al. [1992];
Pleurozia purpurea, Wang et al. [2009]; Treubia lacunosa,
Liu et al. [2011]) or mosses (Physcomitrella patens,
Terasawa et al. [2007]; Anomodon rugelii, Liu et al. [2011])
using the genome alignment software Mauve v2.3.1
(Darling et al. 2004) nested inside the program Geneious
v6.0.3 (http://www.geneious.com/; Biomatters Ltd,
Auckland, New Zealand). Draft mt genomes were
annotated in Geneious. Protein-coding sequences were
extracted by custom PERL scripts (Supplementary
Material).

Sequence Alignment and Gene Evolutionary Rate Analyses

Mitochondrial protein-coding genes were aligned
individually with TranslatorX (Abascal et al. 2010) using

MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2005) to compute the amino acid
(aa) alignments. In all cases, poorly aligned amino acid
regions were trimmed from alignment by GBLOCKS
with the least stringent settings (Talavera and Castresana
2007), so that nucleotide (nt) alignments are produced
based on corresponding amino acid alignments after
removal of ambiguous positions. The above processes
were automatically conducted on TranslatorX web
server (http://translatorx.co.uk/). After removing
stop codons, 41 single-gene nucleotide alignments
were concatenated into a master alignment using
Geneious v6.0.3, and converted into appropriate formats
using PAUP* v4.0b10 (Swofford 2003). Thereafter, the
nucleotide data were directly translated to amino
acids based on the standard genetic code in MEGA v5
(Tamura et al. 2011). Both the nucleotide and amino acid
data were used for subsequent phylogenetic analyses.
All newly generated mt protein-coding sequences have
been deposited in the GenBank. Voucher information
and GenBank accession numbers are provided in
Supplementary Table S1. Mitochondrial genes may
possess RNA editings, and the number of editing
sites may be considerable in plants (Knoop 2004),
although few are conserved across lineages (Finster
et al. 2012). Large-scale analyses in seed plants (Qiu et al.
2006a) or angiosperms (Qiu et al. 2010) indicated that
RNA editings had no obvious effect on phylogenetic
reconstructions. Previous studies showed that gene
rate heterogeneity may play an important role in
phylogenetic reconstructions, and splitting the data
matrix by rate categories may result in different
topologies (Jian et al. 2008; Barrett et al. 2012). To assess
the rate heterogeneity of mt genes, we calculated each
gene’s average pairwise (p) distance in MEGA 5 (Tamura
et al. 2011).

Single-Gene Tree Inferences and Supernetwork

Single-gene phylogenies often produce incongruences
in phylogenomic analyses (Jeffroy et al. 2006), which
may be due to (i) stochastic errors owing to insufficient
data or (ii) violations of the orthology assumption
generated by mechanisms such as incomplete lineage
sorting (Whitfield and Lockhart 2007). However, given
that mt genomes are uniparentally inherited, no lineage
sorting problem is expected. To evaluate the consistency
among single genes, maximum-likelihood (ML) analyses
were performed for each gene alignment using RAxML
v7.2.3 (Stamatakis 2006) under the GTR + I + Ŵ

model and bootstrap support was estimated based on
100 pseudoreplicates using a GTR–CAT approximation.
To visualize conflicts among genes, we constructed a
supernetwork (allowing for missing taxa) for the 41-
mt gene trees using SplitsTree v4.11.3 (Huson et al.
2004; Huson and Bryant 2006). As single-gene trees
usually lack statistically significant support, to reduce
the risk of overestimating the conflicts among single gene
trees, only nodes with significant support (BS ≥ 85%)
were preserved and all other nodes were collapsed.
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An 85% majority-rule consensus of the 100 bootstrap
trees from each gene analysis was generated in PAUP*
v4.0b10 (Swofford 2003), and the 41 consensus trees used
as the input data for SplitsTree. When calculating the
supernetwork, we used the Z-closure option, mean edge
weights, set splits transformation as equal angle, and left
all other parameters as default settings.

Phylogenetic Analyses Based on Standard
Homogeneous Models

Both the concatenated nucleotide and the
corresponding translated amino acid data sets were
analyzed with ML and Bayesian inference (BI) under
a homogeneous model, that is, assuming composition
homogeneity among taxa. For the nt data set, ML
analyses were performed using the parallel version of
RAxML v7.2.3 (Stamatakis 2006). The ML trees were
calculated under the GTR + I + Ŵ model. Nonparametric
bootstrap analyses were implemented by GTR–CAT
approximation for 100 pseudoreplicates. Former studies
showed data partitioning strategies may affect the
topology and nodal supports estimates (Brown and
Lemmon 2007; McGuire et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008). To
determine the optimal partitioning of the data, we
explored six distinct partition schemes in ML analyses.
The data set was partitioned a priori on the basis of
gene identity and evolutionary constraints (e.g., codon
positions). The six partitioning schemes are: single (not
partitioning); 12-3 (first and second codon positions
combined in one partition; third codon positions as one
partition); 1-2-3 (each first, second, and third codon
position as one partition); gene (partitioned by gene);
gene-12-3 (first and second codon positions in each gene
as one partition, and third in each gene as one partition);
gene-1-2-3 (each of the three codon positions in each
gene as one partition). The optimal partitioning strategy
was determined by Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
(Akaike 1974) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
(Schwarz 1978). Unpartitioned homogeneous BIs using
a GTR + I + Ŵ substitution model were conducted using
MrBayes v3.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012) and P4 v0.90 (Foster
2004). In addition, MrBayes analysis was run with the
data partitioned by codon position (3× [GTR + I + Ŵ]).
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was run for 2–5
million generations in each analysis. The model in all P4
analyses included a “polytomy prior,” which describes
a proposal to allow polytomies within the tree using
a “resolution class” (Lewis et al. 2005) with a strong
prior probability favoring polytomies (C = log(10)). For
partitioned analyses, substitution model parameters
were unlinked among the partitions, so that they
were estimated independently for each partition. In
all analyses, branch lengths and topology were linked.
Burn-in and convergence were assessed using the
likelihood of the samples plotted against generation
time and by monitoring diagnostics within and between
chains from the estimated posterior distribution (for a
detailed description, see Supplementary Information).

Posterior probabilities (PPs) of clade support were
estimated by sampling trees from the posterior
distribution after removal of the burn-in samples. All
estimates of marginal likelihoods were computed in
P4, which implements equation (16) of (Newton and
Raftery, 1994). This estimator of the marginal likelihood
was formulated to overcome some of the problems
associated with the harmonic-mean estimator (Kass and
Raftery 1995) but is still known to be inaccurate in some
circumstances (Lartillot and Philippe 2006).

Due to the high dimensionality of amino acid
substitution models, empirically estimated models are
typically used to reduce the computational burden.
However, although using a model that fits the data
well is essential, existing mitochondrial models, such as
MtREV (Adachi and Hasegawa 1996), are all based on
data from animal mt genomes. We therefore estimated
a new amino acid substitution model for the current
plant data using the ML approach implemented in the
ATGC bioinformatics platform (Dang et al. 2011). The
empirical exchange rates and composition frequencies
were calculated from the entire streptophyte amino
acid alignment after excluding ambiguous regions. The
resulting protein model is here named stmtREV, as it
is derived from streptophyte mitochondrial data and
is a general time-reversible model (stmtREV_model.txt,
Supplementary Material). Additionally, the amino acid
data set was run through the program modelgenerator
(Keane et al. 2006), which measures the goodness of fit
of the data to existing empirical models. The best-fitting
standard empirical model, JTT (Jones et al. 1992), and
the newly estimated stmtREV were used in Bayesian
analyses, and both models, plus the GTR model, were
applied in ML analysis of the amino acid data.

Phylogenetic Analyses Using Heterogeneous
Composition Models

The presence of among-lineage compositional
heterogeneity may compromise the accuracy of
phylogenetic inferences when using standard
homogeneous substitution models resulting in taxa
with similar compositions being artificially attracted
to each other (Lockhart et al. 1994; Yang and Roberts
1995; Foster 2004). To test for the presence of such
artifacts in our analyses, we performed nonstationary
composition MCMC in P4 on both the nucleotide and
amino acid data using the node-discrete composition
heterogeneity (NDCH) model (Cox et al. 2008), which
allows the composition to vary among lineages (Foster
2004). Additional composition vectors were added to
the substitution models and the fit of the model to the
data assessed using posterior predictive distribution

tests of the �2 statistic of composition homogeneity
(Foster 2004). All P4 analyses included a polytomy
prior as described previously. NDCH model analyses
of nt data were performed using the GTR + I + Ŵ

substitution model and analyses of the amino acid data
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were performed using the JTT + Ŵ and stmtREV + Ŵ

substitution models.
Similarly, among-site composition heterogeneity can

cause phylogenetic artifacts (Lartillot and Philippe 2004).
To test for among-site compositional heterogeneity in
both the nt and amino acid data, we performed MCMC
analyses using the CAT + GTR + Ŵ model implemented
in PhyloBayes MPI v1.2d (Lartillot et al. 2009).

Evaluation of Substitutional Saturation,
Compositional Heterogeneity, and Codon-Usage

Bias within Nucleotide Data Set

To estimate the amount of substitutional saturation,
we plotted the uncorrected P-distances against the
inferred distances using the method described by
Philippe and Forterre (1999). The level of saturation
is estimated by computing the slope of the regression
line in the plot, the shallower the slope, the greater
the degree of saturation. We estimated saturation for
two subsets of the concatenated data: the combined
first and second codon positions, and the third codon
positions. Furthermore, to evaluate the saturation level
in the backbone phylogeny, we isolated pairs of taxa
representing two major lineages. To determine the effect
of saturation on the phylogenetic reconstructions, all
third codon positions, and the first and second codon
positions, were analyzed independently. ML analyses
were performed for the two subsets, in each case with
the data partitioned by genes.

Base compositions of each gene and each codon
position were obtained from the output of the alignment
generated by the software TranslatorX. To visualize
compositional heterogeneity, the GC percentage score
of each species was plotted. To characterize the
differences in composition heterogeneity among groups,
we performed pairwise one-tailed student T-tests
between any two major plant lineages using the
R package (http://www.r-project.org/). Although the
data are linked through the phylogeny and thus not
independent, this test offers a conservative estimate of
the significance of the differences of the among-group
compositional heterogeneity.

To evaluate synonymous codon bias—whether
synonymous codons are used in different amounts—
among land plant lineages, we performed a
correspondence analysis of Relative Synonymous Codon
Usage (RSCU) values as implemented in the software
GCUA (McInerney 1998). To evaluate the impact of
the nucleotide substitution patterns underlying the
observed codon-usage biases, the nucleotide data were
“degenerated,” whereby synonymous codons were
reduced to a single triplet, composed of ambiguous
sites reflecting codon redundancy (Criscuolo and
Gribaldo 2010; Regier et al. 2010). For example, the
synonymous codons AAA and AAG encode Lysine,
and all occurrences of these two codons in the data
matrix were recoded as AAR. Similarly, six synonymous
codons for Serine (i.e., TCT, TCC, TCA, TCG, AGT,

and AGC) were replaced with WSN in the data matrix
(for all re-coding, see Cox et al. 2014). Both ML and BI
analyses were performed for this degenerate nucleotide
(deg-nt) data. In the ML analyses, six partition schemes
(as described above for the original nt data) were also
evaluated using the GTR + I + Ŵ substitution model.
Homogeneous Bayesian MCMC were performed using
MrBayes and P4 with a GTR + I + Ŵ model.

Alternative Hypothesis Testing

To test the various hypotheses proposed by former
studies, that is, (i) liverworts, (ii) mosses, or (iii)
hornworts are sister to the remaining land plants, (iv)
liverworts and mosses share a unique common ancestor,
and (v) bryophytes (including liverworts, mosses,
and hornworts) are monophyletic, we performed both
nonparametric and parametric bootstrapping tests using
nt and aa data. In the nonparametric bootstrapping
test, the significances of departures of alternative
hypotheses were assessed by the Kishino–Hasegawa
(KH) test (Kishino and Hasegawa 1989), the Shimodaira–
Hasegawa (SH) test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa 1999),
and the approximately unbiased (AU) test (Shimodaira
2002). In each case, the constrained tree (with other
lineages composing a polytomy) was constructed in
Mesquite v2.74 (Maddison and Maddison 2001), and
then optimized in RAxML under GTR + I + Ŵ model
(nt data) or stmtREV (aa data) model. All the tests were
conducted using TREE-PUZZLE v5.2 (Schmidt et al.
2002) and CONSEL v0.1k (Shimodaira and Hasegawa
2001). Site-wise log likelihoods were estimated by TREE-
PUZZLE, and the values were also used as input data for
CONSEL. For these nonparametric bootstrapping tests,
only the five hypothetical macroevolutionary topologies
mentioned above were compared.

Parametric bootstrapping analyses were performed
using the Swofford–Olsen–Waddell–Hillis (SOWH) test
(Goldman et al. 2000). The SOWH test is considered
more powerful than the nonparametric bootstrap tests
as it can avoid Type I error when model parameters are
accurately provided (Buckley 2002). Data are simulated
based on the alternative hypothesis constrained tree. For
nt data, we constrained the tree as for the nonparametric
bootstrapping analyses, and then optimized the tree
topology, branch lengths, and model scores from the
original data in RAxML, under GTR + I + Ŵ model and
the best partitioning scheme. We simulated 100 replicates
of nucleotide data sets based on this optimized tree
using SEQ-GEN v1.3.2 (Rambaut and Grass 1997). Each
partition was simulated individually based on its own
parameters and alignment length. Finally, all partitions
in a certain replicate were concatenated into one data
set. For amino acid data, the constrained trees were first
optimized in RAxML with stmtREV model, and then 100
amino acid data sets were simulated using the program
Indelible v1.03 (Fletcher and Yang 2009). All ML analyses
in SOWH test were performed under homogeneous
models only. The optimized tree (with branch lengths)
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and stmtREV substitution matrix were used as input
data. For each of these simulated data sets, we conducted
two likelihood searches, one to find the optimal
unconstrained tree and the other to find the optimal
constrained tree. The distribution of log-likelihood
differences between each “optimal constrained” and
“optimal unconstrained” trees was generated and used
for evaluating the significance of the difference between
the best tree and constrained tree. To perform the
calculations, custom scripts were created to automate
the procedures of extracting the data matrix from
SEQ-GEN output files (extractdata.py; Supplementary
Material), and extracting likelihood scores from RAxML
results (extract likelihood; Supplementary Material).
The distributions of likelihood differences were plotted
in Excel. Ultimately, the difference between the
likelihood scores of the unconstrained and constrained
trees inferred using the original data set was compared
with the distribution of likelihood differences between
trees inferred from the simulated data sets under P-value
of 0.05.

To assess the potential influence of taxon sampling,
four-cluster likelihood mapping analyses were
performed using PUZZLE 4.0 (Strimmer and von
Haeseler 1997). In the analyses, four groups of taxa
were defined, based on the four major land plant
lineages, namely liverworts, mosses, hornworts, and
vascular plants. Each time, four taxa were sampled
from each of the four groups, and relative likelihood
frequency for each of the three possible topologies was
calculated. Likelihood frequencies were mapped on
a triangle partitioned into three regions, each region
corresponding to one of the three possible topologies.
The analyses were performed under the GTR + Ŵ model
with eight discrete gamma categories, and sampled for
20,000 randomly quartets.

RESULTS

Data Sets

Our data matrix consists of 60 taxa and 41-mt
protein-coding genes (Supplementary Table S1). After
the removal of ambiguous positions, the concatenated
nucleotide data set comprised 31,467 characters. As
a direct translation of the nucleotide alignment, the
amino acid data set includes 10,489 characters. Except
for hornworts, which lost half of their mt protein-
coding genes and are thus represented by 20 genes
only, most land plants have more than two-thirds of
the 41 genes (Supplementary Table S1). Because the
ribosomal protein genes (rps and rpl) tend to be lost
in many plants, these genes are present in the fewest
exemplars. Except for matR, all genes are present in at
least one taxon from two or more of the four major
lineages of land plants. In total, 16% sites in the matrix
are represented by missing data, representing primarily
gene losses (Supplementary Table S2).

The average P-distances of the 41 individual mt gene
alignments ranged from 0.08% to 0.27%, atp8 exhibits

most variation, and matR the least, but it should be noted
that matR is only present in vascular plants. Based on the
average P-distances, no clear gene rate category could be
recognized (Supplementary Fig. S1). Thus, our data set
was not partitioned or split based on the rate category of
genes in the subsequent analyses.

Single-Gene Trees: Incongruences and Supernetwork

Single-gene tree inferences yielded only weak
to moderate support values for nodes defining
relationships among the major lineages of land plants
(Supplementary Fig. S2). The supernetwork analysis
indicates that each major group of land plants, except for
lycophytes, is always resolved as monophyletic (Fig. 1).
Single-gene trees differ in the relationships among or
within major groups, but never in the circumscription
of the four major lineages (i.e., liverworts, mosses,
hornworts, and vascular plants), suggesting that none
of the genes have been transferred horizontally between
these lineages.

Phylogenetic Results under Homogeneous Models

For the nt data, six partitioning schemes were tested
by ML analyses. Partitioning has no obvious effect on
tree inferences, as all partitioning schemes generated
congruent topologies with similar nodal supports
(data not shown). The partitioning strategy gene-12-
3 is favored by both AIC and BIC in the nt data
(Supplementary Table S3).

Homogeneous analyses of either nt or aa data yield
maximal support (MLnt&aa-BS = 100%, BInt&aa-PP = 1.0;
Fig. 2) for the monophyly of land plants, and its major
four groups (i.e., liverworts, mosses, hornworts, and
vascular plants). The relationships among these groups
differ, however, based on the character source: mosses
are resolved as sister to the remaining land plants
when inferences are drawn from nucleotide data (ML-
BS = 70%, BI-PP = 1.0; Fig. 2a), whereas liverworts
occupy that position based on the amino acid data
(ML-BS = 82%, BI-PP = 1.0; Fig. 2b). Except for this
conflict, nt and aa trees are congruent, in terms of
estimating the detailed topologies within each group.
Both nt and aa data resolved hornworts as sister to
vascular plants (MLnt-BS = 82%, BInt-PP = 1.0; MLaa-
BS = 98%, BIaa-PP = 1.0; Fig. 2a,b), which is consistent
with the four-cluster likelihood mapping analyses (nt:
95.9% and aa: 97.5%, Fig. 2c,d). Bayesian analyses using
alternative models for both nt (Supplementary Fig. S9
codon site-specific model [3× (GTR + I + Ŵ)]) and aa
data (Supplementary Fig. S10 stmtREV + Ŵ + PP model)
did not resolve the conflict as each data type supported
similar trees to the models used in the analyses presented
in Figure 2.

Phylogenetic Results under Heterogeneous Models

Bayesian analyses of nt data using P4 under
nonstationary composition model estimated liverworts
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FIGURE 1. A supernetwork of 41 land plant mitochondrial single-gene trees. The network was constructed using SplitsTree. The 85% majority-
rule consensus of 100 bootstrap trees was used as the input tree for each gene, which means only strong conflicts (BS ≥ 85%) are presented on
the network. Parallelograms indicate incongruence among single-gene trees. Gray-shaded area encompasses the competing splits among major
streptophyte lineages.

as the earliest land plant lineage but with low probability
(NDCH-BInt-PP = 0.70; Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Fig. S11), indicating that support for the earliest
branching of mosses using homogeneous models is
in part due to among-lineage compositional bias. P4
analyses of aa data using nonstationary composition
model also supported liverworts as sister to the
remaining land plants with high probability (NDCH-
BIaa-PP = 1.0; Supplementary Fig. S12), which is the
same result as that obtained by analyses of the aa
data under the homogeneous models (Supplementary
Figs. S6 and S10). Under a nonstationary composition
model, nt and aa data are thus congruent, with aa alone
strongly supporting an early-branching liverworts.

By contrast, Bayesian analyses of nt data using
PhyloBayes strongly supported an early-branching of
the mosses (CAT-BInt-PP = 1.0; Supplementary Fig. S13)
as did homogeneous model analyses of the same
data (Supplementary Figs. S5 and S7). PhyloBayes
analyses of the amino acids identified an early-branching
liverworts although at a low probability (CAT-BIaa-
PP = 0.66; Supplementary Fig. S14), indicating that

support for an early-branching liverworts in site-
composition homogeneous analyses (Supplementary
Figs. S8 and S10) and nonstationary composition
analyses (Supplementary Fig. S12) of the amino acid
data may in part be due to among-site compositional
biases. Under a composition site-heterogeneous model,
nt and aa data are thus congruent, with nt alone strongly
supporting an early-branching mosses.

Saturation, Compositional Heterogeneity, and Codon-Usage
Biases within nt Data Set

The degree of substitutional saturation was estimated
at the third and combined first + second codon positions.
Third codon positions (slope = 0.35; Fig. 4b) are
more substitutionally saturated than first + second
codon positions (slope = 0.75; Fig. 4a). The degree of
saturation is even more pronounced if calculated based
on comparisons of any two taxa representing two of the
four major lineages of land plants (i.e., slope = 0.25
vs. 0.35 in third codon, Fig. 4d vs. Fig. 4b and 0.67
vs. 0.75 in first + second codon, Fig. 4c vs. Fig. 4a).
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FIGURE 2. Maximum-likelihood phylograms of land plants inferred from concatenation of 41 mitochondrial genes under a homogeneous
model: a) nt data and b) aa data. Nodal supports for the backbone relationships are exhibited. The support values are summarized from the
bootstrap-likelihood analyses (nt, Supplementary Fig. S3 and aa, Supplementary Fig. S4), and PPs from BIs using MrBayes (nt [GTR + I + Ŵ],
Supplementary Fig. S5; aa [JTT + Ŵ], Supplementary Fig. S6) and P4 (nt [GTR + I + Ŵ + PP], Supplementary Fig. S7; aa [JTT + Ŵ + PP],
Supplementary Fig. S8), respectively. The trees exhibit incongruence between the nucleotide and amino acid data set by mosses or liverworts
being sister to the rest of land plants. c) and d) are results from the four-cluster likelihood mapping analyses from the respective nt and aa data.
In each case, the sequences were split into four groups corresponding to the major land plant lineages. The corners of the triangles are labeled
with the three alternative topologies.

Inferring the relationships based on ML of only third
codon positions yields mosses as the sister-group to
the remaining land plants with weak support (ML3rd-
BS = 64%; Supplementary Fig. S15), whereas the signal
extracted from the first + second codon positions favored
liverworts in that position also with a low probability
(ML1st+2nd-BS = 54%; Supplementary Fig. S16).

Vascular plants and nonvascular plants significantly
differ in their GC composition across the entire coding
region or individual codon positions (Fig. 5 and
Supplementary Table S4). Vascular plants have the
highest overall GC content (42.70%) and are on average
27% higher than that of algae, which have the lowest
GC percentage. Within nonvascular plants, liverworts
have the highest overall and third codon GC content,
and mosses have the lowest, the differences between
them are significant based on the statistical student T-
test (P-value ≤ 0.05, Supplementary Table S4). Certain
liverworts exhibit high levels of GC in the third codon
positions, similar to those observed for vascular plants
(Fig. 5). Hornworts are not significantly different from
liverworts, mosses, or vascular plants when the overall,
first or second codon positions are evaluated, and differ
only significantly in the third codon position when

compared with overall vascular plants. The small sample
size of hornworts (only two taxa) may make the T-test
inaccurate. In all organisms, the first codon positions
have the highest and the third codon positions the lowest
GC content.

RSCU values reveal distinct patterns of codon-usage
among algae, bryophytes, and tracheophytes. Algae
and tracheophytes exhibit the most divergent usage,
and bryophytes show intermediate preferences with
codon usage in mosses, rather than liverworts being
slightly more similar to that of algae (Fig. 6). Inferences
from degenerated nucleotide data (i.e., whereby
synonymous substitutions are eliminated by ambiguity
recoding) do not support either liverworts or mosses
as the earliest-branching land plants (Supplementary
Fig. S17). Partitioning deg-nt data in ML analyses
has no obvious effect on tree topologies (data not
shown). The model gene-1-2-3 is favored by both AIC
and BIC (Supplementary Table S3 and Fig. S17). The
hypothesis that liverworts compose the sister-group to
the remaining land plant lineages received only 46–60%
bootstrap supports in six different partitioning schemes.
However, the common ancestry between hornworts and
tracheophytes is always strongly supported in MLdeg-nt
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FIGURE 3. Majority-rule consensus tree of a composition-heterogeneous Bayesian analysis of the nt data. Nonstationary compositional MCMC
were performed in P4 using duplicate runs each consisting of 2 million generations using a GTR + I + Ŵ model with two composition vectors
(CV2) and including a polytomy prior (PP). Details of the chain diagnostics can be found in Supplementary Figure S11.

analyses (BS = 93–100%). Similarly, liverworts rooting
the deepest in the land plant tree did not receive
significant support under Bayesian reconstructions
on codon-degenerated data (BIdeg-nt-PP = 0.85–0.88;

Supplementary Figs. S18 and S19); however, the
hornwort–tracheophyte sister-group relationship is
maximally supported in the same trees.

Alternative Hypotheses Testing

Constrained nonparametric bootstrapping analyses of
both nucleotide and amino acid data sets consistently
rejected three alternative hypotheses: liverworts and
mosses forming a clade, bryophytes monophyletic, and
hornworts being the earliest land plant lineage. These
tests did, however, not reject the hypotheses of liverworts
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FIGURE 4. Saturation level in the first + second codon positions, and the third codon positions. The uncorrected P-distances were plotted
against the inferred distances. The x-axis corresponds to the distance inferred by the maximum-likelihood method using the Tamura–Nei
model (Tamura and Nei, 1993), and y-axis corresponds to the uncorrected distance observed for the same taxa pair. a) and b) include pairwise
comparisons between all exemplars across the whole tree. c) and d) include only comparisons between two taxa drawn from two of the five
major lineages (A, L, M, H, or V) of the backbone phylogeny. The level of saturation was estimated by computing the slope of the regression line,
the lesser the slope, the greater the level of saturation.

or mosses sister to the remaining land plants when
inferences are drawn from nucleotide or amino acid
data, respectively (Table 1). By contrast, all alternative
phylogenetic hypotheses can be rejected (P ≤ 0.05) using
the more powerful parametric bootstrapping method
(the SOWH test).

DISCUSSION

Suitability of mt Data for Resolving Early Land
Plant Phylogeny

Within the currently accepted phylogeny of land
plants (Qiu 2008), bryophytes compose a grade marking

the successful transition to land and leading to the
origin of vascular plants. This phylogenetic hypothesis
is, however, incongruent with previous inferences and
not unambiguously supported by concatenated data
from three genomic compartments (Qiu et al. 2006b).
Conflicting topologies usually lack strong support for
the deep nodes likely due to insufficient data (e.g.,
Hori et al. 1985; Malek et al. 1996; Duff and Nickrent
1999). Highly supported phylogenies were inferred
from genomic data but may not be reliable because of
limited taxon, and in particular bryophyte, sampling
(Nishiyama et al. 2004; Chaw et al. 2008). The mt
genomic data assembled here support the paraphyly of
bryophytes, and the uniquely shared ancestry between
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are sorted on the x-axis in the same order as on the phylogeny (Fig. 3).
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FIGURE 6. RSCU correspondence analyses of each land plant lineage.

hornworts and vascular plants, which is more strongly
supported (MLaa-BS = 98%, BIaa&nt-PP = 1.0; Fig. 2a,b)
than when inferred from limited character or taxon
samples (Qiu et al. 2006b, 2007; Gao et al. 2010; Chang
and Graham 2011). A closer relationship of hornworts to
vascular plants than to other bryophytes is consistently
supported by the four-cluster (i.e., four taxon) likelihood
mapping analyses, and also by inferences from the
nt or aa data from only the 20 genes present in
hornworts (results not shown), indicating that this
relationships is not biased by taxon sampling or missing
data. Furthermore, the data reject the hypotheses of
a monophyletic bryophyte lineage (Hori et al. 1985;
Nishiyama et al. 2004; Cox et al. 2014) or sister-group
relationship between mosses and liverworts (Nishiyama
and Kato 1999; Nickrent et al. 2000; Renzaglia et al.

2000) (Table 1). The phylogenetic signal of the mt exons
for such deep nodes is strong, but the relationships
of mosses and liverworts remain ambiguous due to
conflicting signals in nt data and their aa translation.

Plant mt genes may transfer horizontally (HGT)
between unrelated organisms (Bergthorsson et al.
2003; Won and Renner 2003) and then undergo
pseudogenization (Bergthorsson et al. 2004; Rice
et al. 2013), and consequently mislead phylogenetic
reconstructions. We can reject the hypothesis of HGT
among lineages of land plants affecting our inferences
because we drew phylogenetic information only from
clearly functional mt genes and because inferences from
each individual locus recovered the main lineages (i.e.,
liverworts, mosses, hornworts, and tracheophytes) as
monophyletic (Fig. 1).
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TABLE 1. Comparison between the optimal ML tree and the alternative hypotheses

Nonparametric bootstrapping tests Parametric bootstrapping SOWH test

Data Optimal Alternative � log L S.E. SH KH AU � log L simulated � log
topology hypothesis (P ≤ 0.05) L observed

nt M,(L,(H,V)) L,(M,H,V) 8.48 14.25 0.46 0.28 0.28 0.01 6.93+

(L,M) 27.25 12.29 0.02+ 0.01+ 0.01+ 0.01 15.78+

(L,M,H) 47.20 16.30 0.00+ 0.00+ 0.01+ 0.14 22.08+

H,(L,M,V) 47.36 16.17 0.00+ 0.00+ 0.00+ 2.11 24.48+

Aa L,(M,(H,V)) M,(L,H,V) 11.65 10.60 0.32 0.14 0.15 0.00 8.64+

(L,M) 16.17 9.35 0.05+ 0.05+ 0.05+ 0.00 10.58+

(L,M,H) 52.93 15.57 0.00+ 0.00+ 0.00+ 3.57 26.08+

H,(L,M,V) 48.79 17.42 0.00+ 0.00+ 0.00+ 0.00 22.12+

Notes: In nonparametric bootstrapping analyses, P-values were estimated by Consel. The sign “+”indicates the alternative topology differing
significantly (P-value at 0.05) from the ML tree, and should be rejected. In parametric bootstrapping SOWH test, the � log L obtained from
unconstraint (optimal) and constraint (alternative hypothesis) analyses of original data set was compared with the � log L (P-value at 0.05) from
simulated data set, if the former is lager, the alternative hypothesis is rejected. Abbreviations: L, liverworts; M, mosses; H, hornworts; and V,
vascular plants.

Incongruence between nt- and aa-Based Trees and the
Possible Causes

The standard homogeneous analyses based on
nucleotide and amino acid data led to optimal trees
that differ in the placement of mosses or liverworts,
respectively, as the most deeply rooted embryophyte
lineage, in each case with maximum PP (BI-PP = 1.0;
Fig. 2a,b). Support for the conflicting relationships is, by
contrast, only moderate under the ML criterion (MLnt-
BS = 70%, MLaa-BS = 82%; Fig. 2a,b), but the parametric
bootstrapping SOWH test under the homogeneous
model rejects all alternative hypotheses for each data
set. This suggests that the phylogenetic signal in both
the nucleotide and amino acid data set is strong, and
hence that the conflict is significant. Compared with the
SOWH test, the nonparametric bootstrapping (SH, KH,
and AU) tests failed to reject the competing hypotheses
in both nucleotide and amino acid data (Table 1). The
SOWH test is considered stricter than nonparametric
tests in rejecting a null hypothesis, and hence is less
prone to Type I error (Buckley 2002). The nonparametric
bootstrapping method relies on simpler models, and this
may account for the difference in assessing the strength
of the phylogenetic signal. The nt data supported mosses
as the earliest diverging lineage among extant land
plants: a tree that is in direct conflict with the currently
accepted hypothesis inferred from concatenated loci
(Qiu et al. 2006b, 2007) or chloroplast genomic data
(Wolf et al. 2005; Gao et al. 2010; Chang and Graham
2011), which resolve liverworts as the sister-group to the
remaining embryophytes. The hypothesis that mosses
diverged first as inferred from the nt data is novel, and is
thus in conflict with the current widely adopted view of
liverwort marking the transition to land. To resolve this
incongruence, we assessed the nature of the support for
either hypothesis, by contrasting the optimal inferences
inferred under distinct models or subsets of the data.

Substitutional saturation decreases the accuracy of
phylogenetic signal, and affects nucleotide data more
rapidly than amino acid data, due to the redundancy

of the genetic code. Saturation is a function of time and
mutation rate and hence affects primarily the resolution
of deep nodes as shown in the reconstruction of deep
arthropod (Xia et al. 2003) or animal phylogeny (Philippe
et al. 2011). When sequences have experienced full
saturation, the similarity between the sequences may
depend only on the nucleotide frequencies, so that
phylogenetic inferences based on such data will reflect
artifactual relationships (Xia 2000) based on similarities
in composition among sites and among lineages. In
phylogenetic analyses, substitution models can account
for saturation only to a certain extent by modeling site
rates (typically a mixture model of gamma-distributed
among-site rates) and modeling compositional biases
(i.e., CAT and NDCH models). The common practice to
avoid problems associated with saturation in protein-
coding data sets is to remove from protein-coding nt
data sets the third codon positions, which are mostly
redundant in defining the codon and hence tend to have
the fastest substitution rate. Alternatively, since many
substitutions in protein-coding genes yield synonymous
codons, translating the nt sequence into an aa sequence
can reduce the negative phylogenetic effects of saturation
at the nucleotide level, too. Within our data set, the third
codon positions are more heavily saturated than first and
second codon positions, especially when deeply rooted
exemplars are compared (Fig. 4d), and such marked
differences may underlay the conflict in phylogenetic
signal of the two subsets of data.

On average, third codon positions may be more
saturated than sites in positions first or second, but not all
third positions have undergone multiple substitutions,
whereas some first and second codon positions may have
become saturated. Therefore, assuming that all third
codon positions alone are the source of homoplasy is
an oversimplification, resulting in nonsaturated third
positions being excluded and saturated first and second
position being retained. We tested the effect of such
potentially imperfect site partitioning by identifying fast
sites regardless of their codon position, and removing
them incrementally from the nt alignment using the
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observed variability (OV)-sorting method (Goremykin
et al. 2010). ML analyses (results not shown) showed
that removing 3% of the fastest sites still yielded mosses
sister to the remaining land plants, but removing 7%
or more of the fastest sites resulted in liverworts as
the earliest diverging lineage. This result is consistent
with our degenerate-recoding analyses, which also
yielded an early-branching liverworts topology because
the majority of the fastest OV sites are likely those
experiencing the highest number of synonymous
substitutions—7% site removal included 49% third, 22%
second, and 28% first positions. Moreover, the result
is also consistent with our NDCH analyses where
modeling among-lineage composition heterogeneity
also resulted in an early-branching liverworts topology
suggesting that fastest OV-scored sites are responsible
for a compositional bias among lineages in analyses
using composition stationary models that result in
the mosses diverging first. Removing 23% of the fast-
evolving sites led to a collapsed tree, and removing
13%, 17%, and 20% of the fastest sites yielded hornworts
sister to lycophytes only, a relationship that is highly
unlikely to be correct. These observations suggest that
by removing all third codon positions, the main source
of the conflict was deleted from the data set.

Another source of incongruence in phylogenetic signal
of nucleotide and amino acid data sets may be a lineage-
specific base compositional heterogeneity, which is
known to cause artifacts when not accommodated in the
models (Lockhart et al. 1992, 1994; Mooers and Holmes
2000; Foster 2004). Nonstationary heterogeneous
composition models, which allow base composition
to vary among lineages, may prevent such topological
artifacts (Yang and Roberts 1995; Foster 2004). In the
current mt data set, analyses of the GC percentage
plot (Fig. 5) and the T-tests (Supplementary Table S4)
indicated that major lineages of land plants significantly
differ in their GC composition. Inference from nt data
using nonstationary composition model that allow
GC composition to vary among lineages recovers
liverworts as the earliest land plant lineage (Fig. 3)
suggesting that compositional biases may also underlay
the incongruence between inferences from stationary
composition models and aa data.

Among-site composition heterogeneity in the
alignment can also bias phylogenetic inference (Lartillot
and Philippe 2004). However, Bayesian MCMC analyses
invoking the composition site-heterogeneous CAT–GTR
model also resolved mosses sister to the remaining
land plants and so did composition site-homogeneous
models when inferences are drawn from nt data. In
contrast, analyses of aa data using the same CAT–
GTR model did not support the liverworts as sister
to the rest of land plants, as did site-composition
homogeneous models, although the hornworts were
strongly supported as the sister-group to tracheophytes.
This observation implies that the strong support for the
early branching of liverworts when using homogeneous
models may be due in part to variation in composition
among sites in the amino acid data.

Degeneracy in the universal genetic code, where
multiple codons specifying a single type of amino acid,
enables synonymous codons to be used differentially
within a genome and across species, potentially
resulting in highly distinct patterns of codon-usage
among lineages (Liu et al. 2004; Zhou and Li 2009;
Wang et al. 2010; Plotkin and Kudla 2011). Among
lineages codon-usage bias can result in homoplasious
character distributions and thus artifactual phylogenetic
inferences (Foster 2004; Inagaki et al. 2004; Inagaki and
Roger 2006; Regier et al. 2010; Rota-Stabelli et al. 2013;
Cox et al. 2014). As most substitutions in third codon
positions are synonymous, exclusion of these positions
can partially resolve the problem of compositional
convergence, but not sufficiently to remove all the
influences due to codon degeneracy at the first or
second codon position. To assess and lessen the effect
of convergent compositional heterogeneity facilitated
by codon redundancy, nucleotide sequences can be
recoded to a sequence of codons integrating the
degeneracy of the genetic code through the use of
IUPAC codes reflecting alternative “synonymous” bases
at the three codon positions (Criscuolo and Gribaldo
2010; Regier et al. 2010). The reconstruction of the
early cladogenic events from sequences degenerated
to ambiguous codons reflecting codon synonymy led
to a hypothesis congruent with that inferred from aa
data, namely liverworts composing the sister-group to
the remaining land plants (albeit without statistical
support), suggesting that among-lineage codon usage
and/or compositional biases may also contribute to
the nt–aa conflict. A similar result was observed in
arthropods (Regier et al. 2010; Rota-Stabelli et al.
2013), dinoflagellates (Inagaki et al. 2004), and red
algae (Inagaki and Roger 2006). Although mosses and
liverworts exhibit similar codon usages, the usage of
mosses are slightly more similar to those expressed
in algae (Fig. 6), a trend that may introduce a
phylogenetic bias in nt data (see also Cox et al.
2014) whereby mosses, rather than liverworts compose
the least-derived macroevolutionary lineage of land
plants. Recoding the codons in nt data to reflect
the degeneracy of the genetic code is expected to
decrease the total amount of phylogenetic signal in the
data by replacing specific nucleotides with ambiguity
codes accommodating synonymous codons. Bootstrap
support values from deg-nt analyses are, indeed,
generally lower (Supplementary Fig. S18) compared with
the original nt data (Supplementary Fig. S17). However,
degenerating nt data by codons to eliminate “noisy”
phylogenetic signals from the codon/composition
biases may indeed allow an underlying, and accurate,
phylogenetic signal to dominate. Codon-usage bias
is correlated with GC compositional bias (Stenøien
2005). Even in the absence of selective constraints,
variation in patterns of neutral processes such as
directional mutation bias can result in convergence of
base composition, and thereby of dependent codon-
usage biases, because higher GC composition leads to
selection of GC rich codons (Sharp et al. 2010). But it is
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not clear whether shifts in GC composition determine
synonymous codon usage or whether biases for specific
codons shape the GC composition (Knight et al. 2001;
Sharp et al. 2010; Behura and Severson 2013).

Recent phylogenetic analyses using genomic-scale
mtDNA or cpDNA data, focusing on land plants
(Chaw et al. 2008; Chang and Graham 2011), ferns
(Rai and Graham 2010), angiosperms (Jansen et al.,
2007), or broad sampling of one group of angiosperms
(Moore et al. 2010; Barrett et al. 2012) failed to test
the potential bias introduced by the above parameters
shaping the evolution of individual loci. We suggest
that inferences from genomic data should always assess
the effect of saturation, and composition and codon-
usage heterogeneity—processes whose effects are not
independent but potentially correlated—particularly if
the divergences of interest are ancient (e.g., origin of
land plants) or the genomes evolving fast (e.g., nuclear
exomes).

CONCLUSIONS

Although phylogenomic analyses can produce robust
trees, the well-supported results may still be erroneous.
Reconstruction of land plant backbone phylogeny using
entire mt exomes yields incongruent hypotheses when
inferences are drawn from nt data versus from their aa
translations. Correcting the nt data for systematic errors,
such as saturation and among-lineage codon usage and
compositional heterogeneity biases recovered a topology
congruent with inferences from the aa data, whereby
bryophytes are paraphyletic, with liverworts sister to the
other land plants (but not significantly supported) and
hornworts sister to vascular plants. In addition, among-
site composition analyses of the amino acid data also
question the early divergence of the liverworts; hence,
we are unable to draw any firm conclusion concerning
the earliest-diverging land plant lineage from the current
data. In contrast, all current analyses suggest hornworts
as the sister-group to the tracheophytes indicating the
paraphyly of bryophytes with mt data and seemingly
in direct conflict with recent analyses of plastid data
that show bryophyte monophyly (Cox et al. 2014). We
note that both the algal Zygnematales—most likely the
sister-group to land plants (Wodniok et al. 2011; Civáň
et al. 2014)—and the ferns are missing from the current
analyses and that their inclusion in future data sets
may have a significant impact on the resolution of the
relationships among land plant lineages.

With the development of high-throughput sequencing
techniques, plant mt genomes can be effectively and
efficiently sequenced, composing an important resource
for plant phylogenetic reconstructions. Land plants
likely went through a rapid radiation at an early
stage (Kenrick and Crane 1997). During the rapid
diversification, the speciation events are closely spaced
in time, and thus the amount of phylogenetic signal
is often small, as exemplified perhaps by the short
branches marking deep cladogenic events following the

transition to land. Furthermore, because the events are
ancient, the relatively scarce phylogenetic signals can
be out-weighted by homoplasy driven by saturation
or heterogeneity in nucleotide compositions among
species, especially when relationships are reconstructed
from primary nucleotide data. We therefore suggest that
phylogenetic hypotheses inferred from genomic-scale
nucleotide data be interpreted with caution, even when
highly supported, until the effects of parameters linked
to redundancy of the genetic code are fully assessed.
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